
Rewrite each interrogative sentence as a declarative sentence.

Example: Is my backpack in the closet?

My backpack is in the closet.

Did you !nish your assignment?1)

Is Jane cooking spaghetti?2)

Did the doctor advise me to drink eight glasses of water every day?3)

Is Ryan your friend?4)

Did Yvonne move to Chicago last year? 5)

Is camel the ship of the desert?6)

Have we bought Christmas gifts for our friends?7)

Do Harriet and Karen play tennis every day?8)
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Rewrite each interrogative sentence as a declarative sentence.

Example: Is my backpack in the closet?

My backpack is in the closet.

Did you !nish your assignment?

I !nished my assignment.

1)

Is Jane cooking spaghetti?

Jane is cooking spaghetti.

2)

Did the doctor advise me to drink eight glasses of water every day?

The doctor advised me to drink eight glasses of water every day.

3)

Is Ryan your friend?

Ryan is my friend.

4)

Did Yvonne move to Chicago last year? 

Yvonne moved to Chicago last year.

5)

Is camel the ship of the desert?

The camel is the ship of the desert.

6)

Have we bought Christmas gifts for our friends?

We have bought Christmas gifts for our friends.

7)

Do Harriet and Karen play tennis every day?

Harriet and Karen play tennis every day.

8)
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